SATchives wrote:

*Does this include the 'socialism' in National Socialism as explained by the pdf in Socialism vs Communism in the Satan's Library?*

Socialism without a Racial/National element is just another kike ideology straight from the bible. Unless one thinks it's a moral thing to power kikes, feed poor jews, and become a financial slave for every parasite that treads in one's land or be taxed insane amounts until you have nothing of your own labor for yourself. The maximum of this, is basically, slavery.

This type of jewish morality of help without any discrimination, is just Bible based, and a mental illness. It fed parasites on the face of this earth for aeons. The breaking point is that the feeders are now going to die. Gentiles wanted to help the "Sorry Jews", and now, where is this world heading into?

If you want to see what Socialism without race is, just observe Sweden, which is in real time being massacred racially by millions of parasites, because it is so kind and "Socialist". Socialist enough that it robs most people's income to feed to Abdullah and his 12 children. They have the Socialist healthcare, so they can share their hospitals with around 500,000 invaders every so often, who get it for free.

And oy vey, while people were living in little Hobbit land, being the good Swedish Samarites and all, and being good to Rabbi Jesus with their Socialist ideology, here came millions of invaders to breed them out of existence one shiny morning. Needless to say, pacifistic mental illness is what breeds this type of morality, which in turn creates "Socialism".

Because Natives can't make use of any of this now, their tax money is essentially wasted just to feed Abdullah and the European Union, so we can fund even more Kalergization of Europe. Even in this loop of death, idiots constantly claim "Socialism is Great". They didn't pay attention that half the jews of this generation are promoting this program rampantly just to get us all enslaved.
They preach it's good to practice this in a financial fashion: Indiscriminate giving and indiscriminate social policy. They wanted to "give", without minding who will preserve civilization or caring to procure great examples. Instead, they chose a mob rule. Eventually, the beliefs of the mob, controlled by the Jews, led them to their present day impasse. Mob rule, sissyfication, "Wanting to help" but not giving a fuck about whom, and "If you have two cloaks give the other one to your Somalian invader" as Rabbi Jewsus would say, are now causing demographic collapse in Sweden.

Apply this insanity financially, and you have pretty much a heavy notion of "Socialism". This is like applying the New Testament in society.

Meanwhile, the United States, represented for a long time the other corner of Capitalism. It hasn't been so for many decades now, probably since the 70's. Eventually, both are ending up in the same hole - for example, most people in the US cannot even get healthcare. Because mass capital wants cheap labor, and Soros wants migrants, the country is rapidly going down in seeking other countries for the profit of large businesses. Which are nevertheless moved abroad, leaving millions unemployed. Meanwhile, even more millions come in, seeking "work", in an economy whose half jobs are already functioning in China.

Due to the nature of the jewish power in the US, many of the empowered individuals of Capitalism, are not Gentiles, and oftentimes, not caring individuals.

The above, despite of totally opposed systems, always cause the same end result and bring about the same destructive extremes. We observe this happening everyday. Because no matter if it's called Capitalism or Socialism, these are only two visual avenues to the same jewish rule, and both reflect each a positive and a negative, which the jews steal the positive and allow the negative to flow down to Gentiles.

For example, the negative of social help of "Socialism" in Sweden, is stolen loot by invaders. The "strong individuals" of United States Capitalism, become Jews like Soros, who financially abuse and promote mainly Jewish interests. This creates disaster in both ends.

People are somehow now "happy" or say it is "default" that "The United States will go into Socialism". Between the two systems, "Socialism" is the system which is far more empowering to the mob rule. With the current demographics, all one can expect, is what is called the "Blue Winter", or the eternal re-election of the Democratic party.
The spirit of entrepreneurship and creativity, and personal freedom, slowly dying out, and everything being fizzled to Communism and overwhelming mob rule. Not before long, job creators, rich Gentiles, and people who have capacity like businesses, will be gradually outlawed, or strangulated financially by extreme taxation. The taxation money will be used to "empower" specific segments that jews want. This happens now with the Co-Vid. As more people drop into poverty, many people will want "Socialism" or basically an overpowered State to take care of them.

When you have Gentiles on top of the State, and they are Volk respecting, this COULD work, provided that Jews and their morals are not around to cause mental and spiritual corruption. But having jews, all they will do, is abuse citizens into submission through centralized power. Finding this the perfect opportunity, jews will abuse this and this runs the risk of devolving into a brutal form of Communism.

To put it bluntly, under Socialism, all the enemy will have to do is agitate and financially empower specific segments of the population, and remove a few rights claiming it's for the benefit of "Society". Then the usual recipe which they do is always bring in dilution of values - and always bring more people in who don't give a damn about American values, rights or identity. And who don't even care about the so called "American Dream".

First and Second Amendment are too "egoistical" and go against the "mob" of "Socialists". "Gotta remove them quickly, Goy. You can't say no cause we'll cut your UBI if you do.". "Shove this vaccine syringe up your ass, you are on welfare after all. You can't own a business because Bernie did raise taxes to 70% so you can feed infinite amounts of invaders. Meanwhile Bernie and his pals had too much money and brought his business to China or on another country, protecting their assets from inflation of printing infinite Socialist shekels without remorse, so when they come back, they will be trillionaires as this will be like Cuba. So slowly the country is rotting, but the jews are safe. When they return as trillionaires, they'll change your flag for the Hammer and Sickle. Now do as we say goyim or your UBI will be cut, even though it's pointless because the so called "Free Market" adjusted rent prices so you can shove your dollars up your ass now. Lol goyim".

This type is a typical, Socialist dystopia that could take place under jews.

Many people think Socialism is better than Capitalism but this is a lie. It is just Socialism is a fake pill to make the masses feel better, while Capitalism is more geared in helping another select branch of a country. Neither of them are more moral. The argument on if one has to feed all the weak for no reason, or just
overpower the strong until they crash people like ants financially, is a non argument. Both these states represent an imbalance.

Hitler fixed this imbalance, maintaining both the rich and superiors, and generating a system that allowed rise of the lower, while everyone worked for a same direction of advancement. This is how balance of life is attained.

Socialism by itself and as it generally was conceived is a mental illness as Nietzsche has explained, and is nothing but a rule of the mob. It justifies theft of the wealth of some people to feed people who have done nothing or want to do nothing, and is generally the wrong side of the mob wanting extra privileges.

Its mirror is Capitalism which is another extreme of stealing people’s labor which is a system where a minority abuses the majority. Socialism is a system where the mob abuses the minority.

For example in Communist and Socialist countries, taxation can be so high, that you can never escape from the mob financially or otherwise. The far end of both is Communism or centralized injustice that empowers only Jews.

National Socialism is a system into itself and not a copy of Capitalism or Socialism. It does not seek to be neither. "Socialists" were destroyed by Hitler and their Jewish parties outlawed. Those who wanted to implement more "Socialism" towards the red color, they were all likewise crushed.

Hitler destroyed the "socialist" wing of his own party after he got power, because they wanted to essentially practice similar wealth stealing practices like all "Socialist" governments have been doing, which involve robbing people of their wealth and extreme taxation just to feed the "needy". The needy do not need to be fed by stealing the wealthy, or by killing them or taxing them to disaster, as Socialism states. This destroys capable individuals to help individuals less able. This helps neither of them in the long run.

Hitler fed the poor and needy by creating a system so that they will ascend if willing, and not by skinning alive the rich Gentiles, many of which are clever, entrepreneurs, job creators, or otherwise geniuses in scientific or medical fields. This agitated the "socialists" who were suffering by the mental illness Nietzsche describes as the "loss of understanding of the order of Rank".

Like the Nazarene, they hated the "Rich" and the "Powerful", without minding their sacrifices, abilities or consequences. Capitalists had the other mind virus which made them hate the "poor" and the "lowly". These two states are the
essence of the Jewish severing of the ties of the Volk. Many idiots pratice this to
the very day.

The rich Gentiles and the strong are needed for civilization to exist. They do not
need to be robbed or made into poverty so that some worthless invader is given
endless money as "Socialism" has praticed. Likewise, all the people who are
simpler or not yet developed, are also required for life to go forward. Both of
these construct the Commonwealth and Nation, and they are all cells of the Volk.

Hitler restored this balance without resorting to jewish extremes that ruin
civilization.

George Soros is an example of a jewish Capitalist. He believes for example, it is
his duty to force migrants in your country because he is Chosen Jew and you are
mass goyim.

Your local ANTIFA who wants you to get all the non Americans in the US so you
can feed them eternally, is your jewish Socialist. He will raze your city down if
you do not give your shekels to the migrants Soros brings.

Both work for the Hammer and Sickle, and are trying to instate Communism. The
starting story is different but the end result the same.

Both of these are abnormal and extreme, and constitute, in their own way, in the
subversion of civilization.

Hitler built and ruled beyond and far away from this spectrum. He restored social
balance and material order.
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